Learn More: Interactive Displays
Using an Interactive display in your classroom helps educators present,
and helps students get involved, with learning content shown on high
quality, high definition (HD) screens.
Most schools have interactive whiteboards & projectors in the classroom but these
new touchscreen displays bring the classroom into the HD era and prove to be more
cost-effective, with a lower overall total cost of ownership and lower energy use.
Interactive displays are integrated units, so there is no need to calibrate once
installed, with no moving parts or consumables to replace. There's no set up time
needed so you can begin teaching from the screen as soon as it's on.
The economic benefits to using interactive displays are clear to see:





Saves money with backlight life that last 15x longer than typical projectors,
whose lamps start fading when it’s switched on.
No costly lamps to replace or filters to clean
Lower energy consumption than traditional solutions
No costly preventative maintenance contracts needed

We challenge you to take a look at one of your classroom projectors and compare
the image to your TV at home. Choose these displays and it’s possible to have that
TV quality in your classrooms!
After all, today’s pupils are digital natives and used to HD images from TV, Games,
Consoles, Tablet Devices and smart phones, why should they have to compromise
at school?

Regular problems faced by students and teachers with using outdated interactive
whiteboards and projectors can be resolved with the interactive displays:







Retain classroom engagement with full HD quality images that don’t fade over
time.
Prevent headaches and visual strain from glare (as caused by ceiling
mounted projectors): teachers and students can use LCD or LED screens with
significantly less stress to the senses.
Improve safety in the classroom, with no trailing wires to fall over
Interactive displays have toughened safety glass to survive the rigors of tough
classroom environments
Highly flexible: available in fixed or mobile options, height adjustable with no
trailing wires & one-time calibration.

We believe the latest Interactive displays are the perfect presentation solution for
classrooms today! They are highly cost effective, reliable, maintenance free and
tough enough to withstand daily school life. We will review your class needs with a
free classroom display healthcheck, and advice on the best interactive display
solution with technical considerations aimed at enhancing your educational needs.
We offer full setup, hands-on training and on-going support for you to make the most
of your interactive display in your classroom.
Call 0845 519 6545 or submit a contact form to learn more about interactive displays
for your institution.

